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ABSTRACT

CCS CONCEPTS

Read mapping is a fundamental step in many genomics applications.
It is used to identify potential matches and differences between
fragments (called reads) of a sequenced genome and an already
known genome (called a reference genome). Read mapping is costly
because it needs to perform approximate string matching (ASM) on
large amounts of data. To address the computational challenges in
genome analysis, many prior works propose various approaches
such as accurate filters that select the reads within a dataset of
genomic reads (called a read set) that must undergo expensive
computation, efficient heuristics, and hardware acceleration. While
effective at reducing the amount of expensive computation, all such
approaches still require the costly movement of a large amount of
data from storage to the rest of the system, which can significantly
lower the end-to-end performance of read mapping in conventional
and emerging genomics systems.
We propose GenStore, the first in-storage processing system designed for genome sequence analysis that greatly reduces both data
movement and computational overheads of genome sequence analysis by exploiting low-cost and accurate in-storage filters. GenStore
leverages hardware/software co-design to address the challenges of
in-storage processing, supporting reads with 1) different properties
such as read lengths and error rates, which highly depend on the
sequencing technology, and 2) different degrees of genetic variation compared to the reference genome, which highly depends on
the genomes that are being compared. Through rigorous analysis
of read mapping processes of reads with different properties and
degrees of genetic variation, we meticulously design low-cost hardware accelerators and data/computation flows inside a NAND flashbased solid-state drive (SSD). Our evaluation using a wide range of
real genomic datasets shows that GenStore, when implemented in
three modern NAND flash-based SSDs, significantly improves the
read mapping performance of state-of-the-art software (hardware)
baselines by 2.07-6.05× (1.52-3.32×) for read sets with high similarity to the reference genome and 1.45-33.63× (2.70-19.2×) for read
sets with low similarity to the reference genome.

• Computer systems organization → Special purpose systems;
• Hardware → External storage.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Genome sequence analysis, which analyzes the DNA sequences
of organisms, is important for many applications in personalized
medicine [1–8], outbreak tracing [9–14], and evolutionary studies [15–21]. The information of an organism’s DNA is converted to
digital data via a process called sequencing. A sequencing machine
extracts the sequences of DNA molecules from the organism’s sample in the form of strings consisting of four base pairs (bps), denoted
by A, C, G, and T. No current sequencing technology has the capability to read a human DNA molecule in its entirety. Instead, state-ofthe-art sequencing machines generate randomly sampled, inexact
sub-strings of the original genome, called reads. The information
about the corresponding location of each read in the complete
genome is lost during sequencing in most technologies. State-ofthe-art sequencing machines produce one of two kinds of reads.
1) Short read sequencing technologies, such as Illumina [22, 23],
produce reads that are highly accurate (99-99.9%) [24–26], but short
(e.g., up to a few hundred DNA base pairs [24, 27, 28]). 2) Long read
sequencing technologies, such as Pacific Biosciences (PacBio) [29]
and Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT) [30], produce reads that
are less accurate (85-90%) [27, 31–33], but long (e.g., lengths ranging
from thousands to millions of base pairs [34]).
Many genomics applications that involve the comparison of the
genomic reads to a reference genome require a fundamental initial
process, called read mapping. Read mapping identifies potential
matching locations of reads against a reference genome [35, 36]
and is a very computationally-costly process [37–46] due to two key
challenges. First, it uses computationally-expensive algorithms involving approximate string matching (ASM) [40–42, 44, 45, 47–52].
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A read is aligned to a reference genome if the read is sufficiently
similar to one or more subsequences in that reference genome.
Reads generated by a sequencing machine might have differences
compared to the reference genome due to either errors in the sequencing process or genetic variations [37, 53–55]. ASM is widely
used in existing read mappers to accurately account for such potential differences when determining the similarity between each
read and the reference genome. Second, read mapping performs
large amounts of expensive ASM computation because the genomic
read datasets contain many reads (e.g., millions of reads), and each
read requires ASM computation on multiple subsequences in the
reference genome (see Section 2.1 for more details).
Since read mapping is a key performance bottleneck in genome
sequence analysis applications, there has been significant effort
into improving read mapping performance via both algorithmic and
system optimizations. Many prior works propose efficient heuristics
for ASM [56–60], hardware accelerators [35, 39, 40, 61–93], and
various filters that try to efficiently and accurately prune reads that
do not require expensive computation [35–38, 40–43, 45, 48, 49, 94–
98]. For example, filters can be used to quickly prune reads that
have exact matches in the reference genome. Pruned reads do not go
through the expensive ASM process, which improves read mapping
performance and efficiency [35, 36, 40–43, 45, 48, 49, 94, 96].
While prior works improve read mapping performance, to our
knowledge, none of them consider the I/O cost that most systems
must pay to read the large amount of data from the storage system
to main memory and computation units. Read mapping incurs
unnecessary data movement from the storage system for large
amounts of low-reuse data. For example, while existing filters prune
many reads to avoid expensive computation, they still need to first
read the entire read set from the storage system, even though a
large fraction of the reads would be filtered out and not be reused in
the later stages of the read mapping process. The unnecessary data
movement from the storage system can bottleneck read mapping
performance in both conventional (software-based) and emerging
(hardware-accelerated) genomics systems, while having a larger
impact on emerging systems that greatly reduce the computation
bottlenecks of ASM (e.g., [35, 39, 40, 43, 61–64]).
In-storage filtering can be a fundamental solution for reducing
the cost of the unnecessary data movement in read mapping. Our
motivational study using an ideal in-storage filter for read mapping
(Section 3) demonstrates that in-storage processing can greatly
accelerate the end-to-end read mapping process. This is because
in-storage filtering not only avoids unnecessary data movement
from storage, but also eliminates the computational burden of the
filtering process from the rest of the system.
Our goal in this work is to improve the performance of genome
sequence analysis by effectively reducing unnecessary data movement from the storage system. To this end, we propose GenStore, the
first in-storage processing system designed for genome sequence
analysis. The key idea of GenStore is to exploit low-cost in-storage
accelerators to accurately filter out the reads that do not require the
expensive ASM computation in read mapping, thereby significantly
reducing unnecessary data movement from the storage system to
main memory and processors.
We identify two key challenges in designing an efficient instorage system for read mapping. First, read mapping workloads
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exhibit fundamentally different behavior due to 1) the varying read
properties such as read length and error rates, which highly depend on the sequencing technology, and 2) the genetic variation
of reads compared to the reference genome, which highly depends
on the genomes that are being compared. Second, existing filtering
methods incur a large number of random accesses to large datasets,
which is challenging for a modern NAND flash-based solid-state
drive (SSD)1 to cope with due to its poor random-access performance and limited size of internal DRAM.
We address these challenges with hardware/software co-design
in three key directions. First, based on our detailed analysis of read
mapping, we design two different accelerators that can accelerate a
wide range of read mapping applications for reads with different
properties (lengths and error rates) and genetic variations. Each
accelerator filters a large fraction of genomic read datasets using
simple operations. Second, we develop storage technology-aware algorithmic optimizations to replace expensive random accesses with
more efficient sequential accesses to storage devices (e.g., NAND
flash-based SSDs). Third, we carefully design an efficient technique
for data placement inside the storage device that takes full advantage of the high internal SSD bandwidth to concurrently access
large amounts of genomic data.
We design GenStore to support two in-storage filtering mechanisms in a single SSD: 1) GenStore-EM and 2) GenStore-NM.
GenStore-EM filters exactly-matching reads, i.e., reads that exactly match subsequences of a reference genome. Due to the low
error rates of short reads, a large fraction of short reads map exactly to the reference genome [43, 55, 99]. For example, on average 80% of human short reads map exactly to the human reference
genome [43, 55, 99]. However, finding exactly-matching reads in
the SSD is challenging, as it incurs a number of random accesses per
read to a large index structure that stores unique subsequences of
length 𝑘 (called k-mers) and their positions in the reference genome.
Since each read consists of many k-mers, filtering each read requires several random accesses to the index. To avoid such random
accesses, we introduce a new sorted, read-sized k-mer index structure, which enables sequentially scanning of the read set and the
new index, with only one index lookup per read during filtering.
GenStore-NM filters most of the non-matching reads, i.e., reads
that would not align to any subsequence in the reference genome.
In read mapping, a significant fraction of reads might not align
to the reference genome due to 1) the high sequencing error rate
(in long reads) and/or 2) high genetic variation (in both short and
long reads). For example, both short and long read sets sequenced
from rapidly-evolving viral samples (such as SARS-CoV-2) can have
high genetic variations compared to the reference genome, leading to, on average, 36% (up to 99.9%) of reads not aligning to the
reference [100]. To avoid expensive ASM operations for such nonmatching reads, state-of-the-art read mappers commonly employ
a step called chaining, which calculates a similarity score for each
read (called chaining score) to the reference and filters out reads
with a low score. GenStore-NM uses this basic idea of chaining to
build an in-storage filter.
1 In this work, we focus on SSDs based on NAND flash memory, the prevalent
memory technology in modern storage systems. We expect that GenStore would also
provide performance and energy benefits with storage devices that are built using
emerging non-volatile memory technologies.
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Calculating a chaining score for a read inside the SSD is challenging since it requires performing an expensive dynamic programming algorithm on the read’s k-mers that exactly match the
reference. This is particularly challenging for long reads since they
have a large number of k-mers per read. To avoid such expensive
computation, we selectively perform chaining only on reads with a
small number of exactly-matching k-mers and send other reads to
the host system for full read mapping (including chaining). Selective
chaining is effective because 1) a read with many exactly-matching
k-mers most likely aligns to the reference genome and thus does
not require in-storage filtering, and 2) selective chaining can filter many non-aligning reads, without requiring costly hardware
resources in the SSD.
To evaluate GenStore, we use a combination of synthesized Verilog models of our in-storage accelerators and state-of-the-art simulation tools that are widely used for DRAM and SSD research, Ramulator [101] and MQSim [102]. To assess the performance impact
of the storage system, we evaluate three GenStore-enabled systems
with different SSD configurations (low-end, medium-end, and highend). We integrate GenStore into a state-of-the-art software read
mapper (Minimap2 [58]) and two state-of-the-art hardware read
mappers (GenCache [43] for short reads and Darwin [39] for long
reads). Our results show that GenStore-EM and GenStore-NM improve the performance of Minimap2 by 2.07-6.05× and 1.45-33.63×,
respectively, with no accuracy loss. GenStore-EM improves the performance of GenCache by 1.52-3.32×, and GenStore-NM improves
the performance Darwin by 2.70-19.2×, with no accuracy loss.
This work makes the following key contributions:
◦ We introduce GenStore, the first in-storage processing system
designed for genome sequence analysis. GenStore fundamentally
addresses the high I/O cost of reading low-reuse genomic data
from storage systems.
◦ We address the challenges of in-storage filtering for genome
sequence analysis by analyzing the read mapping process and
performing hardware/software co-design to develop in-storage
filtering mechanisms and accelerators for genomic reads with
various lengths, error rates, and genetic variations.
◦ We introduce two in-storage accelerators, 1) GenStore-EM for
filtering exactly-matching reads and 2) GenStore-NM for filtering most reads that would not align to any subsequence in the
reference genome. GenStore filters out a large fraction of reads
with lightweight hardware accelerators and no loss of accuracy,
thereby improving the end-to-end performance and energy efficiency of genome sequence analysis.

2

BACKGROUND

We provide brief background on read mapping and NAND flashbased SSDs, necessary to understand the rest of the paper.

2.1

Read Mapping

End-to-End Workflow of Genome Sequence analysis. There
are three key initial steps in a standard genome sequencing and
analysis workflow [35, 36]. The first step is the collection, preparation, and sequencing of a DNA sample in the laboratory. Modern
sequencing machines are unable to read an organism’s genome as
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a single complete sequence; instead they generate shorter subsequences sampled randomly from the genome sequence [103, 104].
The second step is basecalling, which converts the representation
of the subsequences generated by the sequencing machine (e.g.,
images or electric current, depending on the sequencing technology [30, 53]) into reads, which are sequences of nucleotides (i.e., A,
C, G, and T in the DNA alphabet). In order to reproduce the complete genome sequence from the shorter read sequences, the third
step, called read mapping, identifies potential matching locations of
each read with respect to a known reference genome (e.g., a representative genome sequence for a particular species) [4, 36, 40, 58].
Genomic read sets can be obtained by, for example, 1) sequencing
a DNA sample and storing the generated read set into the SSD of a
sequencing machine [105, 106] or 2) downloading read sets from
publicly available repositories [107] and storing them into an SSD.
In this work, we focus on optimizing the performance of read
mapping because sequencing and basecalling are performed only
once per read set, whereas read mapping can be performed many
times for the same read set. This is common in many genomic
applications for two reasons. First, some applications require analyzing the genetic differences between a read set belonging to
an individual and many reference genomes of other individuals.
Examples of such applications include measuring the genetic diversity in a population [108, 109] and determining the donor of a
sample by quantifying the reads that have a match in each reference
genome [110, 111]. Second, some other applications require repeating the read mapping step many times to improve the outcome
of read mapping. Examples of such applications are 1) mapping
with new, more updated reference genomes [44], or 2) using different mapping parameter values (such as the maximum number
of allowed differences between a read and a subseqeuence in the
reference genome so that they are considered similar) [112].
Improving read mapping performance is critical since it is a
fundamental step used in almost all genomic analyses that use sequencing data [35, 39, 40, 45]. The contribution of read mapping
to the entire analysis pipeline varies depending on the application.
For example, read mapping takes up to 1) 45% of the execution
time when discovering sequence variants in cancer genomics studies [113], and 2) 60% of the execution time when profiling the species
composition of a multi-species (i.e., metagenomic) read set [110].
Read Mapping Process. Since the sequencing process does not
provide location information for both short and long reads in most
technologies, read mapping is a fundamental initial process for
many genomics applications. The read mapping process identifies
subsequences in the reference genome to which the input reads
match. For each matching location, i.e., the location of each matching
subsequence in the reference genome, a read mapper computes an
alignment score, indicating the degree of similarity between the read
and the region of the reference to which the read aligns. Matching
base pairs between the read and the reference increase the alignment score, whereas edits (i.e., base pair mismatches, insertions, or
deletions relative to the reference) decrease this score.
Since each read is much shorter than the reference genome
(e.g., the human reference genome contains ∼3.2 billion base pairs),
a read mapper typically uses an index of the reference genome to
reduce the search space for each read. The index is a dictionary,
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is typically between 11 and 31 [58, 115, 116], depending on the application.

2.2

SSD Organization

Figure 1 depicts the internal organization of a modern NAND flashbased solid-state drive (SSD) that consists of three main components: 1 NAND flash packages, 2 an SSD controller, and 3 DRAM.
NAND Flash Memory. A NAND package comprises multiple dies
(also called chips) that share the package’s I/O pins. One or more
packages share command/data busses (called channels) to connect
to the SSD controller. Dies sharing the same channel can operate
independently of each other, but only one die can communicate
with the SSD controller (e.g., for data transfer) at a time via the
shared channel. A die has multiple (e.g., 2 or 4) planes. Each plane
contains thousands of blocks. A block includes hundreds to thousands of pages, each of which is 4–16 KiB in size. NAND flash
memory performs read/write operations at page granularity but
erase operations at block granularity. Planes in the same die share
the peripheral circuitry used to access pages; as such, they can
concurrently operate only when accessing pages (or blocks) at the
same offset, which are called multi-plane operations.
Blk#1

Blk#1

❷ SSD Controller
Core

Page
Plane#1 Plane#2
Peripheral
⋯

2𝑘

effective for read sets with a large number of exactly-matching
reads (e.g., 80% in human short read sets [43, 55, 99]). While both
filter types reduce computation overhead, they still require a large
number of random memory accesses for each read, similar to the
baseline read mapper. In a typical read set of several gigabytes, read
filters incur several random accesses per read 1) to the reference
index for seeding, and potentially, 2) to the reference genome to
compare the read with the subsequence of reference genome at
each potential matching location.

⋯

i.e., a key-value store, where the keys are unique 𝑘-length subsequences (called 𝑘-mers) extracted from the reference genome, and
the values are the exactly-matching locations of these 𝑘-mers in the
reference genome [37, 114]. The value of 𝑘 is fixed during indexing
and used for all subsequent steps.2 To greatly reduce the storage
overhead of the index and speed up queries against it, without significantly changing the final outcome of read mapping, some read
mappers index only a subset of reference genome 𝑘-mers called
minimizers [117–119]. A minimizer is a representative 𝑘-mer of a
set of 𝑘-mers according to a scoring mechanism. For example, some
read mappers [58, 120] calculate hash values for all 𝑘-mers in a
window of 𝑤 consecutive 𝑘-mers from an input sequence, and mark
the 𝑘-mer with the smallest hash value as the minimizer 𝑘-mer.
Read mapping is a three-step process. In the first step (seeding),
the read mapper queries the index structure to determine potential
locations in the reference genome where the read could map. To
do so, the read mapper looks up every minimizer k-mer fetched
from a read in the reference index. If the minimizer k-mer hits in
the reference index, the read mapper marks the locations of such
a k-mer in the reference genome as the read’s potential matching
locations, also called seeds. In the second step (seed filtering and/or
chaining), the read mapper prunes those potential matching locations in the reference to which the read would not align. If all of the
potential matching locations of the read get filtered, the read mapper discards the read from further analysis. The read mapper uses
a dynamic programming (DP) algorithm to 1) merge overlapping
seeds into longer regions, called chains [58], and 2) calculate their
corresponding chaining scores, which refers to the approximation
of the entire read’s alignment score in these regions. If the read
mapper finds one or more chains with a sufficiently high chaining score (indicating a high degree of similarity to the reference
genome), then the read mapper performs the third step. If the read
has no chain with a sufficiently high score, the read mapper prunes
the read and skips the third step. In the third step (sequence alignment), the read mapper determines the exact differences between a
read and the reference genome at the potential matching locations.
Sequence alignment is done with a computationally-expensive DP
algorithm [35, 36, 40–42, 45, 48–51] to perform approximate string
matching (ASM). Finally, the read mapper returns the locations in
the reference genome with the best alignment scores for each read.
Pre-Alignment Read Filtering. To mitigate the high performance
overhead of alignment, read filtering approaches are widely used.
Read filters can be incorporated at any stage of the process before
alignment. There are two main filter types. The first filter type [37,
38, 42, 45, 48, 49, 96] aims to efficiently filter potential matching
locations in the reference genome that lead to a large number of
edits (larger than a user-defined threshold) between the read and
the reference genome at those locations. Doing so avoids a costly
alignment step for potential locations at which the read would not
match the subsequences of the reference genome. The second filter
type [43] aims to detect if a read matches a subsequence of the
reference genome with no edits (i.e., exact-match) or very few (e.g.,
1-5) edits. Reads that satisfy this requirement are guaranteed to align
to at least one location in the reference genome without requiring
the costly read alignment process. This filter type is particularly
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Figure 1: Organizational overview of a modern SSD.
SSD Controller. An SSD controller has two main components:
1) multiple cores to run SSD firmware, commonly called the flash
translation layer (FTL), and 2) per-channel hardware flash controllers for request handling and error-correcting codes (ECC) for
underlying NAND flash chips. The FTL is responsible for communication with the host system, internal I/O scheduling, and various
SSD management tasks required for hiding the unique characteristics of NAND flash memory from the host system. For example, a
page of NAND flash memory needs to first be erased before it is
programmed,3 so the FTL always performs out-of-place updates by
writing the new data of a logical page to a new physical page that
was erased previously. To this end, the FTL maintains logical-tophysical (L2P) address mappings for reads and performs garbage
collection to reclaim new physical pages for writes.
3 This

is called the erase-before-write property.
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Internal DRAM. A modern SSD employs large low-power DRAM
(e.g., 4GB LPDDR4 DRAM for a 4TB SSD [121]) to store metadata for
SSD management tasks. Most of the DRAM capacity is used to store
the L2P mappings for address translation. It is common practice
to maintain the L2P mappings at 4KiB granularity to provide high
random access I/O performance [122, 123], so in a 32-bit architecture, the memory overhead for the L2P mappings is approximately
0.1% of the SSD capacity (4 bytes per 4KiB data).
SSD I/O Bandwidth. To mitigate the large performance gap between main memory and the storage system, SSD manufacturers
increase the external bandwidth of SSDs by employing advanced
I/O interfaces between the host system and SSDs. For example,
while older SATA3 SSDs provide around 500MB/s sequential-read
bandwidth [121, 124], state-of-the-art PCIe-Gen4 SSDs can provide
significantly higher sequential-read bandwidth, up to 8 GB/s (e.g.,
7 GB/s in Samsung PM1735 [125]).
A modern SSD’s internal bandwidth (i.e., I/O bandwidth between
NAND flash chips and SSD controller) is usually higher than its
external bandwidth (i.e., I/O bandwidth between the host and the
SSD). For example, a recent enterprise SSD controller [126] supports
6,550MB/s external bandwidth and 19.2GB/s internal bandwidth (16
channels, each with a bandwidth of 1.2 GB/s). Over-provisioning
the internal bandwidth is reasonable since 1) a modern SSD needs
to perform various internal management tasks (e.g., garbage collection [127–131] and wear-leveling [129, 132]), and 2) a higher
channel count reduces contention between requests by interleaving
data between the channels.

3

MOTIVATIONAL STUDIES

We perform experimental studies to understand the potential of
efficient in-storage accelerators for improving the performance of
genome sequence analysis applications.

3.1

Methodology

Read Mappers. We evaluate five read mapping systems, each of
which adopts different optimization techniques to accelerate read
mapping: 1) Base uses Minimap2 [58], a state-of-the-art software
tool for read mapping. 2) SW-filter extends Minimap2 to filter out
exactly-matching reads (i.e., reads that exactly match subsequences
in one or more locations in the reference genome) using simple
single-instruction-multiple-data (SIMD) operations, without requiring costly ASM operations. 3) Ideal-ISF uses an ideal In-Storage
Filter (ISF) that can concurrently filter out exact-matching reads
inside the SSD while the host CPU performs read mapping for nonfiltered reads. 4) ACC uses a state-of-the-art hardware accelerator
for short read mapping, GenCache [43]. 5) Ideal-ISF+ACC uses an
ideal in-storage filter (ISF) that can concurrently filter out exactlymatching reads inside the SSD while a hardware accelerator (ACC)
performs read mapping for non-filtered reads.
System Configuration. To assess the impact of the storage subsystem on end-to-end application performance, we evaluate each
of the five systems with four different configurations: 1) a low-end
SSD (SSD-L) [124] with a SATA3 interface [133], 2) a mid-end SSD
(SSD-M) [134] using a PCIe Gen3 M.2 interface [135], 3) a highend SSD (SSD-H) [125] with a PCIe Gen4 interface [136], and 4) a
system where all of the processed data is pre-loaded to DRAM
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with no performance cost for pre-loading (DRAM), as the idealized
case where storage I/O overheads are completely eliminated (we
do not evaluate DRAM for Ideal-ISF and Ideal-ISF+ACC since using
in-storage processing is contradictory to pre-loading all the data to
main memory). We assume 8 channels for SSD-L and 16 channels
for SSD-M and SSD-H, where the maximum bandwidth per channel is 1.2 GB/s. The maximum internal bandwidth is calculated by
1.2 GB/s × channel count. The external bandwidth of SSD-L, SSD-M,
and SSD-H for sequential reads is 500 MB/s, 3.5 GB/s, and 7 GB/s,
respectively. Hence, the internal bandwidth of SSD-L, SSD-M, and
SSD-H for sequential reads is 19.2×, 5.48×, and 2.74× that of its
external bandwidth, respectively.
We evaluate Base and SW-filter by running Minimap2 on a highend server (AMD EPYC 7742 CPU [137] with 1TB DDR4 DRAM).
We simulate the performance of the other three systems using our
simulation environment that faithfully models system components
including DRAM and storage devices (see Section 5). We map all
reads of a short read dataset against the human reference genome,
where 80% of the reads have one or more exactly-matching subsequences in the reference genome [55, 99].
Key Features of an Ideal In-Storage Filter. We assume two key
features for Ideal-ISF and Ideal-ISF+ACC. First, I/O overheads due
to limited external SSD bandwidth are completely eliminated for
filtered reads. Second, the system provides high in-storage filtering
performance such that the filtering process can concurrently run
in the SSD, and the latency of this filtering process is fully hidden
by the read mapping of unfiltered reads in the host CPU (IdealISF) or hardware accelerator (Ideal-ISF+ACC). We assume that the
accelerator or the CPU streams through the input reads in batches
and analyzes a batch concurrently with reading the next batch. Thus,
the execution time of Ideal-ISF (+ACC) can be modeled as follows:

𝑇Ideal-ISF = 𝑇I/O-Ref + max 𝑇I/O-Unfiltered,𝑇RM-Unfiltered ,
(1)
where 𝑇I/O-Ref , 𝑇I/O-Unfiltered , and 𝑇RM-Unfiltered are the latency of
reading the reference genome from the SSD into main memory, the
latency of reading the unfiltered genomic reads from the SSD, and
the latency of read mapping of the unfiltered reads, respectively. For
a given input size, 𝑇RM-Unfiltered varies depending on the computation unit used for read mapping (i.e., the host CPU or accelerator),
while the I/O-latency values only depend on the SSD configuration.

3.2

Results & Analysis

Figure 2 shows the execution time of read mapping in the five
evaluated systems, each with four different storage subsystem configurations. We make four key observations.
Observation 1. The ideal in-storage filter provides significant performance improvements over other systems. Ideal-ISF significantly
outperforms Base and SW-filter (by 3.12× and 2.21×, respectively),
and Ideal-ISF+ACC provides a large speedup (2.78×) over ACC,
when they all use SSD-H. These large improvements are due to two
key benefits provided by the ideal in-storage filter: 1) mitigation
of data movement from the storage devices and 2) removal of the
burden of filtering out 80% of the input read set from the rest of the
system, including processors and main memory. To distinguish the
effects of these two benefits, we analyze an ideal outside-storage
filter (Ideal-OSF) that provides only the second benefit; this filter
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Figure 2: Execution time of read mapping with four different
storage configurations.
concurrently runs with the read mapper and fully overlaps the filtering process with the read mapping process of unfiltered reads. The
execution time of Ideal-OSF (+ACC) can be formulated as follows:

𝑇Ideal-OSF = 𝑇I/O-Ref + max 𝑇I/O-All-Reads,𝑇RM-Unfiltered , (2)
where 𝑇I/O-All-Reads is the latency for reading all genomic reads
from the SSD into main memory. Using SSD-H, Ideal-OSF leads to
an execution time of 1.15 seconds, which is 60% slower than the
Ideal-ISF+ACC. This is because 𝑇I/O-All-Reads is significantly larger
than both 𝑇RM-Unfiltered and 𝑇I/O-Unfiltered (in Equation (1)).
The remaining observations dive deeper into the effects of the
I/O bottleneck on each read mapping system.
Observation 2. In Base and SW-filter, using high-end SSDs significantly improves read mapping performance over low-end SSDs,
effectively reducing the storage performance bottleneck that exists in low-end SSDs. For example, using SSD-H instead of SSD-L
reduces the execution time of Base and SW-filter by 24% and 38%,
respectively, showing comparable performance to DRAM, where all
the data is pre-loaded to main memory (i.e., no I/O accesses). This is
because, by using SSD-M and SSD-H, the performance bottleneck of
the application shifts to parts of the system other than I/O (e.g., CPU
or main memory). This observation shows that I/O has a significant
impact on application performance but this impact can be alleviated at the cost of expensive storage devices and interfaces. Note
that, while SSD-M and SSD-H provide an order-of-magnitude higher
bandwidth for sequential reads compared to SSD-L, it is challenging
to scale a storage system’s capacity using the high-end SSDs due to
their significantly-higher prices and the relatively smaller number
of the PCIe slots in a server.4
Observation 3. Even though SW-filter outperforms Base, its filtering process is slow. Potentially, SW-filter could provide significant performance benefits over Base due to two reasons; 1) as
explained, 80% of reads in the dataset exactly match the reference
genome, so only 20% of the reads need to undergo the costly ASM
computaion; 2) exact-match filtering requires only simple computation, i.e., SIMD XOR operations used by SW-filter. However, even
with DRAM, SW-filter’s speedup over Base is only 41%. The limited
speedup is mainly due to large number of random memory accesses
concurrently issued from all threads to the reference index (explained in Section 2.1). This observation highlights the potential of
in-storage filtering. Even though both SW-filter and Ideal-ISF filter
4 The cost of the total storage system depends on both the price of each SSD and
the available interconnection slots in the systems. High-bandwidth interconnects such
as PCIe take up very large space in the system. As a result, there are fewer PCIe slots
than SATA slots in a system. For example, building a 16-TB storage system with a
single PCIe SSD (Micron 9300 PRO [138]) costs more than 3,000 USD, while the cost is
less than 1,600 USD if we use four 4-TB SATA SSDs (WD BLUE [139]).

out the same fraction of reads, the filtering process outside the SSD
must compete with the read mapping process for the resources in
the system (e.g., the limited main memory bandwidth). In contrast,
filtering of reads inside the SSD (where the reads originally reside)
can remove the burden of filtering from the rest of the system.
Observation 4. With a hardware accelerator (ACC), using the
state-of-the-art SSD (SSD-H) does not fully alleviate the storage bottleneck, showing 23% longer execution time compared to when all
the data is pre-loaded to main memory (DRAM). While using SSD-M
and SSD-H in Base and SW-filter shifts the bottleneck away from
I/O, ACC turns I/O into a bottleneck again. This is because ACC
greatly reduces the computational bottleneck, which increases the
relative effect of the storage subsystem on the end-to-end execution time. The ACC and Ideal-ISF+ACC results clearly show that
data movement between the storage devices and the hardware accelerator, which has not been properly considered in prior read
mapping accelerators [39, 40, 43, 61, 62, 65, 70–77], can significantly
bottleneck the potential benefits of the accelerator.
Comparison to Other Near-Data Processing Systems. Even
though read mapping applications could also benefit from other
near-data processing (NDP) approaches such as processing-in-main
memory (PIM) [45, 65, 140, 141] or processing-in-caches [43], instorage processing can fundamentally address the data movement
problem by filtering large, low-reuse data where the data initially
resides. As an extreme example, even if an ideal accelerator achieved
a zero execution time for read mapping by addressing all of the
computation and main memory overheads, there would still exist
the need to bring the data from storage to the accelerator. In our
motivational study, even SSD-H takes at least 1.55 seconds to read
the entire dataset, which is 2.15× slower than the execution time
that Ideal-ISF+ACC provides (0.72 seconds). Thus, even though
solutions such as processing-in-memory can improve read mapping
execution times, they still need to pay the cost of data movement
from the storage system to the main memory [39, 40, 45, 61, 65–
69, 94]. Therefore, an in-storage filter can be further integrated
with any read mapping accelerator, including PIM accelerators, to
alleviate their data movement overhead.

3.3

Our Goal

Based on our observations, we conclude that an efficient in-storage
filter can be a key enabler for read mappers to achieve high performance in both conventional software-based (e.g., Base and SWfilter) and new hardware-accelerated (e.g., ACC) genomics systems.
In particular, in-storage filtering enables the system to take full
advantage of the high computation capability of hardware accelerators by fundamentally addressing the data movement bottleneck.
Our goal is to design an in-storage filter for genome sequence
analysis in a cost-effective manner.
We have three key objectives in designing our new system.
First, the system should provide high in-storage filtering performance to overlap the filtering with the read mapping of unfiltered
data (as Ideal-ISF does in our motivation study). Second, it should
support reads with 1) different properties (e.g., lengths and error
rates) and 2) different degrees of genetic variation in the compared
genomes. Third, it should not require significant additional hardware overhead, e.g., complicated logic circuits or large SRAM/DRAM memory.
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GENSTORE

We propose GenStore, the first in-storage processing system tailored for genome sequence analysis. GenStore greatly reduces both
data movement and computational overheads of genome sequence
analysis by exploiting low-cost and accurate in-storage filters. GenStore supports reads with different properties (lengths and error
rates) and different degrees of genetic variation in the compared
genomes. We primarily design GenStore as an in-storage accelerator, which is an extension of the existing SSD controller and flash
translation layer (FTL). GenStore is designed to be integrated into
the system such that, when the accelerator is not in use, the entire
storage device is available to all other applications, just like in a
general-purpose system today.

4.1

Overview

The key idea of GenStore is to exploit low-cost in-storage accelerators to accurately filter out the reads that do not require the
expensive alignment step in read mapping and thus significantly reduce unnecessary data movement from the storage system to main
memory and processors. Figure 3 shows the overall architecture
of GenStore and how it interacts with the host system. GenStore
employs two types of hardware accelerators: 1 a single SSD-level
accelerator and 2 channel-level accelerators, each of which is dedicated to a channel. The GenStore-FTL ( 3 ) communicates with the
host system and manages the metadata and data flow over the SSD
hardware components (i.e., NAND flash chips, internal DRAM, and
in-storage accelerators).
Host System
① Start analysis

GenStore-Enabled SSD

❷

⑤ Unfiltered data

❸

DRAM
L2P
Mappings

Flush

GenStore
Metadata

Load
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⋯

⋯
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❶
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⋯
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Figure 3: Overview of GenStore.
Once the host system indicates that the SSD should start analysis
as required by a read mapping application ( 1 in Figure 3), GenStore
prepares for operation as an accelerator ( 2 ). It flushes the conventional FTL metadata necessary to operate as a regular SSD (e.g., L2P
mappings [128]), while loading the GenStore metadata necessary
for each use case (Section 4.4 provides more details on GenStore
FTL). After finishing the preparation, GenStore starts the filtering
process. It keeps concurrently reading the data to process from all
NAND flash chips ( 3 ) via multi-plane operations (i.e., it exploits
the SSD’s full internal bandwidth, which is much higher than the
I/O bandwidth between the SSD and host system [142, 143]), while
filtering out reads ( 4 ) that do not have to undergo further analysis (e.g., ASM computation). Doing so is possible due to multiple
channel-level accelerators that provide computational throughput
matching the SSD’s internal bandwidth even for the most complicated computation required for filtering. The host system performs
further computation as soon as GenStore sends unfiltered reads

( 5 ), which removes GenStore’s filtering process almost completely
from the critical path of the application.
As explained in Section 2.2, most of the internal DRAM is occupied by the regular L2P mapping. Therefore, flushing the regular
L2P mapping data into NAND flash memory enables GenStore to
exploit most of the GB-scale DRAM (e.g., 4GB DRAM in a 4TB
SSD [121]) for its operations, which significantly reduces the overhead of additional internal DRAM that might otherwise be required
to store the GenStore metadata necessary for the filtering process.
We carefully design the GenStore filtering algorithms to only sequentially access the underlying NAND flash chips, so GenStore
requires only a small amount of metadata to access the stored data.
Therefore, GenStore can use most of the internal DRAM space for
such metadata. We envision that all GenStore metadata are built
offline by the host or some other system (e.g., by the sequencing
machine when the read set or reference genome are initially stored
to the SSD). Constructing GenStore metadata is a one-time preprocessing step that can be performed independently of the read
mapping process, while the result of the preprocessing step can be
used multiple times for different genomics applications.
There exist two main challenges in designing GenStore as an
efficient in-storage filter for read mapping. First, the behavior and
data-access patterns in read mapping significantly vary depending
on the read properties (length and error rate) and genetic variation
between the compared genomes. Second, hardware resources (e.g.,
CPU and DRAM) are quite limited even in modern high-end SSDs.
We address these challenges via thorough hardware/software codesign tailored for filtering 1) exactly-matching reads, i.e., reads that
exactly match subsequences of the reference genome (Section 4.2),
and 2) most of the non-matching reads, i.e., reads that would not
align to any subsequence of the reference genome (Section 4.3).

4.2

GenStore-EM for Exactly-Matching Reads

4.2.1 Approach Overview. GenStore-EM accelerates read mapping
by using an efficient in-storage filter for reads that have at least one
exact match in the reference genome. Due to the low error rates
of short reads, combined with low genetic variation between the
compared genomes, a large fraction of short reads map exactly to
the reference genome [43, 55, 99]. For example, on average 80% of
human short reads map exactly to the human reference genome [43,
55, 99]. Since exact-match detection is computationally cheaper
than ASM, concurrently filtering exact-matching reads inside the
SSD can significantly improve the runtime of read mapping (as we
demonstrate in Section 3). Note that, GenStore-EM is not applicable
to long reads due to their greater length. For example, for a 10K
base pair-long human read, even with zero sequencing error rate,
the probability of the read exactly matching a subsequence in the
reference genome is very low (e.g., < 3.6 × 10−6 ) due to natural
genetic variation.5
Key Challenges. The key challenge in designing GenStore-EM is
the large number of random accesses to large data structures inside
the SSD. As explained in Section 2, identifying exact matches for
read mapping requires a number of random accesses for each k-mer
in a read to two large data structures: 1) a large k-mer index, to find
5 A typical human genome contains genetic variations at ∼4.1 to 5 million [55]
out of a total of ∼3.2 billion base pairs [144]. Thus, each 10K-bps read contains, on
average, ∼12.5 to 15.3 base pairs that are different from the reference genome.
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potential matching locations of each k-mer in the reference genome,
and 2) the reference genome, to find candidate matching sequences
at the candidate matching locations in the reference genome. Handling random accesses to large data structures is challenging for
NAND flash-based SSDs for two reasons. First, NAND flash memory exhibits poor performance for random access reads. Second,
we cannot use in-SSD DRAM to store the large data structures that
are randomly accessed, since even in high-end SSDs, the size of
internal DRAM is relatively small (e.g., 4 GB [121]) compared to
the size of the data structures that GenStore-EM needs to handle
(e.g., 7 GB for the human reference genome and its index [58]).
Key Idea. The key idea in GenStore-EM is to sequentialize most
data accesses via a carefully designed metadata structure and data
layout. To do so, we design a new sorted, read-sized k-mer index
structure. This index enables sequential scanning of the read set
and the new index, with only one index lookup per read while
performing filtering.
Figure 4 shows the key idea of GenStore-EM with a simplified
example in which each short read consists of three base pairs (bps).6
Suppose that we have two data structures: 1) a sorted read table
(SRTable), each entry of which stores a read and its unique ID, and
2) a sorted k-mer index (SKIndex), which contains all unique readsized k-mers of the reference genome, along with each k-mer’s corresponding locations in the reference genome. Each data structure
is sorted by read/k-mer in alphabetical order. With these two data
structures, it is possible to identify each read’s exactly-matching
locations in the reference genome by streaming both reads and
k-mers through a simple comparator. We use two pointers, 𝑟 and 𝑘,
which point to the current entries we are examining in SRTable and
SKIndex, respectively. We sequentially increment the two pointers in
three different ways based on the comparison result of the current
read and k-mer. First, when the current read and k-mer are identical
( 1 in Figure 4), we record the read as an exactly-matching read
and increment 𝑟 and 𝑘. Second, if the read is alphabetically larger
than the k-mer ( 2 ), we conclude that the k-mer does not match
any read in SRTable and increment 𝑘 (so that we can examine if the
next k-mer matches the read). Third, if the k-mer is alphabetically
larger than the read ( 3 ), we conclude that the read does not match
any k-mer in SKIndex. We record the read as not an exact match
and increment 𝑟 (so that we can examine the next read).
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Figure 4: Overview of the key idea of GenStore-EM.
GenStore-EM’s two data structures and filtering algorithm enable
an exact-match filter highly suitable for in-storage processing. First,
since these two data structures are only sequentially accessed, the
filtering process can be done in a streaming manner, leveraging the
high sequential read bandwidth of NAND flash memory. Second,
6 In

a realistic scenario, the read length is much larger (e.g., 150 bps).

we can easily perform exact-match detection of a read and a readsized k-mer with simple comparator logic and fully pipeline the
filtering process with sequential access to the data structures.
A read-sized k-mer index increases the total amount of accessed
data for read mapping. The reason is that a read-length value of k
(e.g., k=150) significantly increases the number of unique k-mers,
compared to the k values commonly used in conventional read
mappers (e.g., k=15). For example, the size of an index structure for
all unique k-mers in the human reference genome is 21 GB when
k=15, while the size increases to 126 GB when k=150. However, our
proposal (i.e., a large yet sequentially-accessed SKIndex) is feasible
and desirable for in-storage processing due to the large capacity
and high internal bandwidth of modern NAND flash-based SSDs.
4.2.2 Design of GenStore-EM. Figure 5 illustrates the overall operational flow of GenStore-EM, which consists of two steps: Step 1. data
fetching and Step 2. exact-match filtering. GenStore-EM uses the
two data structures explained in Section 4.2.1: 1) a sorted read table (SRTable) for storing the read set and 2) a sorted k-mer index
(SKIndex) for storing read-sized k-mers from the reference genome.
Step 1 reads the two data structures from NAND flash chips to the
SSD’s internal DRAM in a batched manner ( 1 in Figure 5). Step 2
performs exact-match filtering within each read batch, using simple
comparator logic in the SSD-level accelerator ( 2 ). Steps 1 and 2 are
performed in a pipelined manner. During filtering, GenStore-EM
sends the unfiltered reads to the host system for full read mapping.
This enables the concurrent filtering of reads in the SSD and read
mapping of the unfiltered reads in the host system.
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Figure 5: Overview of GenStore-EM.
Data Structures. We carefully design SRTable and SKIndex to
minimize performance and storage overheads of GenStore-EM,
by extending the two data structures described in Figure 4 in two
aspects. First, both SRTable and SKIndex contain a strong hash value
(e.g., SHA-1 [145] or MD5 [146]) of each read and read-sized k-mer,
respectively, which is used as both the sorting criterion of the data
structures and a fingerprint of each read and k-mer that is used by
the comparator logic. Second, unlike the data structures described
in Figure 4, SKIndex no longer contains the k-mers of the reference
genome but only the fingerprints of the k-mers. Using strong hash
values enables GenStore-EM to determine exact matches between
a read and a k-mer by comparing only their fingerprints, which
provides two benefits. First, it reduces the storage overhead of
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SKIndex by obviating the need to store the raw read-sized k-mers.7
For the human reference genome, the size of the optimized SKIndex
(which stores fingerprints instead of read-sized k-mers) is 32 GB
when the read size is 150 bps, which is 3.9× smaller than the size of
the unoptimized SKIndex. Second, using fingerprints significantly
reduces the performance overhead of exact-match detection by
avoiding comparisons of reads and k-mers that are hundreds of
bytes in size.
Note that such exact-match detection does not affect the accuracy of read mapping due to the extremely low collision rate of
strong hash functions. Even in an extremely rare case of a hash
collision, the impact of the collision on GenStore’s accuracy will be
negligible [147], since the DNA information loss due to the falsely
filtered read will highly likely be compensated by other reads generated from the neighboring locations in the DNA, which almost
fully overlap with the falsely filtered read but have totally different
hash values. This is because it is common practice to sequence each
DNA fragment several times (i.e., with high coverage) to improve
the accuracy of downstream genetic analyses [26, 53, 54, 148].
We envision that all GenStore data structures are built offline
by the host or some other system (e.g., by the sequencing machine
when the read set or reference genome are initially written to the
SSD). This preprocessing overhead can be hidden by two essential
initial steps of the genome sequence analysis pipeline: 1) sequencing
and 2) basecalling. For example, in the current highest-throughput
Illumina NovaSeq 6000 sequencer [149], sequencing and basecalling
work in a pipelined manner and generate genomic read data at a
limited throughput of 18.9 MB/s [149]. We analyze the throughput
of GenStore’s preprocessing step (i.e., generating hash values and
sorting reads) and observe that even a personal laptop [150] can provide 174 MB/s of preprocessing throughput. Therefore, GenStore’s
preprocessing can be done in a pipelined manner with sequencing/basecalling, without decreasing the overall throughput of these
steps. This low preprocessing overhead can be further amortized
since the preprocessed data can be reused multiple times in different
read mapping experiments.
Step 1. Data Fetching. GenStore-EM reads SRTable and SKIndex
in batches, while exploiting the full internal bandwidth of the SSD.
In Figure 5, we refer to each batch of SRTable as an SRTable Batch
and each batch of SKIndex as an SKIndex batch. The batch size is
equal to the size of data that can be read in parallel by a multiplane read operation for each chip (i.e., Number of Planes in the
SSD × Page Size), which enables 100% utilization of the NAND
flash chips while reading a batch. As shown in Figure 5 (bottom),
GenStore-EM stores the SRTable and SKIndex to NAND flash chips
in an interleaved manner so that each of the data structures can be
sequentially, evenly distributed across all the NAND flash chips.
GenStore-EM exploits the SSD’s full internal bandwidth using
double buffering. As shown in Figure 5, GenStore-EM employs
two sets of batch buffers in the internal DRAM: SRTable Buffer
(for SRTable) and SKIndex Buffer (for SKIndex), each of which can
store two batches of the respective data structure. After Step 1
finishes fetching 𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ#𝑖, it proceeds to fetching 𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ#𝑖 + 1, while
Step 2 starts working on 𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ#𝑖. If the two steps work with the

same throughput, we only need to buffer two batches for each data
structure. For example, to enable double-buffering in an 8-channel
SSD (with four 2-plane dies per channel and 16-KiB pages), the
batch buffers require 8MB DRAM space in total.
Step 2. Exact-Match Filtering. Step 2 scans through each batch of
SRTable and SKIndex stored in SRTable Buffer and SKIndex Buffer,
respectively, comparing the fingerprints (strong hash values) with a
simple hardware comparator. When 𝐹 𝑃 (𝑟𝑖 ) > 𝐹 𝑃 (𝑘 𝑗 ) (where 𝐹 𝑃 (𝑥)
is the fingerprint of 𝑥, and 𝑟𝑖 and 𝑘 𝑗 are the 𝑖-th read and 𝑗-th kmer in the current batch, respectively), Step 2 scans SKIndex while
increasing 𝑗 until it finds 𝑘 𝑗 such that 𝐹 𝑃 (𝑟𝑖 ) ≤ 𝐹 𝑃 (𝑘 𝑗 ). If 𝐹 𝑃 (𝑟𝑖 ) <
𝐹 𝑃 (𝑘 𝑗 ), it is guaranteed that no exact match exists for read 𝑟𝑖 , so
GenStore-EM sends 𝑟𝑖 to the host for the read mapping process.
When 𝐹 𝑃 (𝑟𝑖 ) = 𝐹 𝑃 (𝑘 𝑗 ), i.e., the two fingerprints are identical, and
GenStore-EM marks the read as an exactly matching read.
Due to the simple computation in Step 2, the execution time
of GenStore-EM is bottlenecked by Step 1 (Data Fetching). As explained, Step 1 only streams the data structures in batches from
the underlying NAND flash chips to the internal DRAM, leveraging the SSD’s full internal bandwidth. Therefore, the performance
of GenStore-ER can be easily scaled up by increasing the SSD’s
internal parallelism (e.g., by deploying more channels or using
low-latency NAND flash memory [122, 151, 152]).

7 We design SRTable to store the raw reads so that we can transfer unfiltered reads
to the host for full read mapping after we detect them as non-exactly-matching reads.

8 Contamination of non-human samples with human DNA is commonly observed [153, 154] and corrected for [154–156].

4.3

GenStore-NM for Non-Matching Reads

4.3.1 Approach Overview. GenStore-NM filters most of the nonmatching reads, i.e., reads that would not align to any subsequence
in the reference genome. This is motivated by the fact that in read
mapping, a large fraction of reads might not align to the reference
genome due to 1) the high sequencing error rate (in long reads)
and/or 2) high genetic variation between the compared genomes
(in both short and long reads). To illustrate this, we analyze four
read mapping use cases, one with read sets with high sequencing
error rates, and three with high genetic variation in the compared
genomes. Use cases with high genetic variation include 1) samples from rapidly-evolving species (such as SARS-CoV-2 [100]) that
have high genetic variation compared to the reference genome,
2) samples with no known reference genomes, and 3) mapping a
read set against the human reference genome to filter out human
contamination, i.e., reads that have been sequenced from humanorigin contaminant DNA in a non-human sample.8 For each use
case (except for the Contamination use case), we analyze two different combinations of the input read set and the reference. Table 1
summarizes the result of this analysis by showing input read sets,
the properties of each read set (e.g., read length and dataset size),
reference genomes, and the percentage of reads in each read set that
align to subsequences in the reference genome. We observe that a
large fraction of reads (31.7%–99.6%) within a read set does not align
to any subsequence in the reference genome. Quickly filtering this
large fraction of non-aligning reads in the SSD can reduce the large
data movement from the storage and expensive ASM computation
for reads that would not align.
To avoid expensive ASM computation for reads that would
not be aligned, state-of-the-art read mappers commonly employ
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Table 1: Fraction of aligning reads in various read mapping
use cases with short and long reads.
Use case

Input read set (Short/Long)

Size
[GB]

Reference

Align
[%]

Sequencing errors

ERR3988483 (L) [157]
HG002_ONT_20200204 (L) [158]

54
371

hg38 [144]

47.4
69.3

Rapidly evolving
samples

SRR5413248 (L) [157]
SRR12423642 (S) [157]

1.69
0.466

NZ_NJEX02 [159]
NC_045512.2 [160]

60.0
23.1

No reference

SRR6767727 (L) [157]
SRR9953689 (L) [157]

12.4
15.9

NZ_NJEX02 [159]

0.35
37.0

Contamination

SRR9953689 (L) [157]

15.9

hg38 [144]

1.0

Alignment
Probability

a step called chaining (described in Section 2.1), which calculates
each read’s similarity score (called chaining score) to the reference
genome and filters out reads with a low score. GenStore-NM uses
this basic idea of chaining to build an in-storage filter.
Key Challenges. Calculating a chaining score in the SSD is challenging because finding the best chaining score requires performing
an expensive dynamic programming (DP) algorithm on every potential matching location (i.e., seed) within a read (explained in
Section 2.1). Normally this operation has O (𝑁 2 ) time and space
complexity, where 𝑁 is the number of seeds. Even though a chaining score can be approximated accurately in O (ℎ𝑁 ) time and space
by considering only ℎ < 50 seeds at a time [58], we observe that
some long reads can have up to thousands of seeds due to their
length. Therefore, designing a chaining accelerator to perform an
expensive DP algorithm on these large reads (𝑁 > 1000) can incur
significant performance or area overheads.
Key Ideas. To avoid such expensive chaining, GenStore-NM selectively performs a fast version of chaining only on reads with a
small number of seeds and sends other reads to the host system for
full read mapping (including complete chaining). This idea is based
on our key observation that 1) a read with a large number of seeds
most likely aligns to the reference genome and does not require
in-storage filtering, and 2) selective chaining can filter many nonaligning long reads, without requiring costly hardware resources in
the SSD. Figure 6 shows the alignment probability of a read in a long
read dataset (SRR5413248 [161] in Table 1) to subsequences in the
reference genome (NZ_NJEX02 [159]), as a function of the number
of seeds per read (𝑁 ). The average read length in this dataset is 10K
base pairs and the number of seeds goes up to several thousands
for some reads. We observe that reads with a sufficiently large
number of seeds are very likely to align to subsequences in the reference genome (e.g., at least 85% of reads with 𝑁 ≥ 64 seeds align).
Such reads can be directly sent to the CPU for full read mapping
(bypassing the in-storage chaining-based filter).
We extend this analysis to read datasets from various organisms
commonly used in genomics studies: E. coli [159], yeast [162], thale
1
High Alignment
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Figure 6: Alignment probability as a function of the number
of seeds per read in a long read mapping use case.

cress [163], fruit fly [164], mouse [165], and human [144]. We observe that when a read has 𝑁 = 64, 128, or 256 seeds, it aligns with
average probabilities of 88.87%, 91.32%, and 93.84%, respectively.
Based on these observations, we design GenStore-NM to selectively
perform chaining only on reads with fewer than 𝑁 seeds, while
sending reads with at least 𝑁 seeds to the host system.9 This selective chaining significantly reduces the chaining execution time
and additional hardware area cost, while filtering most reads that
would not align to the reference genome.
4.3.2 Design of GenStore-NM. Figure 7 shows the overview of
GenStore-NM that filters out most of the non-matching reads in
three steps. In Step 1, GenStore-NM reads the input read set from
the flash chips, generates minimizer k-mers for each read (as explained in Section 2.1), and looks up each minimizer in a K-mer
Index (KmerIndex) to find the potential matching locations, i.e.,
seeds ( 1 in Figure 7). In Step 2, GenStore-NM counts the number
of seeds in each read to decide if the read needs to go through
chaining ( 2 ). To further improve overall performance, Step 2 also
filters out reads with too few seeds (i.e., < 𝑀), which would not
align to the reference and thus would be filtered anyway by the
baseline read mapper [58]. In Step 3, GenStore-NM filters reads
based on their chaining scores using a fast and efficient chaining
accelerator ( 3 ). If a read has at least one chain with a score above
a specified threshold, it is sent to the CPU for mapping. Otherwise,
the read is filtered. All three steps run in a pipelined manner.
Host System
GenStore-Enabled SSD
Input
Read Set
Flash Array
KmerIndex
DRAM

① Reads

# of Seeds ≥ N

❶ Seed Finder

High chaining score

❸ Chaining-Based Filter
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(Filters if # of Seeds < M)
SSD Controller

Figure 7: Overview of GenStore-NM.
Data Structures. We carefully design the KmerIndex to reduce the
SSD’s internal DRAM capacity required for storing it. KmerIndex,
similar to the index used by the baseline read mapping tool (i.e.,
Minimap2 [58]), is a hierarchical hash table. To reduce the memory
capacity required for storing the KmerIndex, we make three modifications: 1) not store the reference genome since it is not needed
by our approach, 2) not store seeds with many matching locations
(e.g., more than 495 locations in the baseline read mapper [58])10
since read mappers usually ignore such seeds in the chaining process [58], and 3) increase the number of hash table buckets so that
each bucket holds one minimizer. Increasing the number of buckets
increases the false positive rate in the filter, which leads to finding
extra seeds and performing extra chaining operations (without loss
of accuracy). We make this trade-off to reduce the KmerIndex’s
size and the required memory space. These optimizations reduce
the size of the index for the human reference genome [58] from
9 GenStore-NM’s

design can be tuned based on different values of 𝑁 .

10 Each matching k-mer can map to one or more locations in the reference genome.
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5.8 GB to 2.9 GB, which enables GenStore-NM to easily store the
KmerIndex in the limited DRAM space inside the SSD.
Step 1: Seed Finding. This step finds the potential matching locations of a read (i.e., seeds) in the KmerIndex. GenStore-NM first
reads the input read set from all flash chips ( 1 in Figure 7). GenStoreNM exploits the full internal bandwidth of the SSD by reading the
read set in parallel via a multi-plane read operation for each chip
(same as GenStore-EM, Section 4.2.2). In a shifting buffer (called
the K-mer Window) in the channel-level accelerator, GenStore-NM
stores the 𝑤 most recently read k-mers of each read. For each sliding
window of 𝑤 k-mers,11 GenStore-NM finds the minimizer of the
window (described in Section 2.1) using a 64-bit Integer Mix hash
function (hash64) [166] in the SSD-level accelerator ( 2 ). GenStoreNM queries each minimizer in the KmerIndex until it reads 𝑁 seeds
(e.g., 𝑁 = 64) or it reaches the end of the read ( 3 ). Each index query
takes up to two memory accesses (to visit the two levels of the hash
table). GenStore-NM stores the seeds in the Location Buffer in the
channel-level accelerator ( 4 ), and moves to Step 2.
Step 2: Seed Count-Based Filtering. This step compares the
number of seeds in the Location Buffer with a lower bound 𝑀 and
an upper bound 𝑁 . If a read has fewer than 𝑀 matching seeds,
it is filtered since it will not meet the minimum chaining score
requirement of the baseline read mapper [58].12 If the read has
more than 𝑁 seeds, it means that the read will very likely align
to the reference (e.g., reads with at least 64 seeds in Figure 6) and
thus require the full read mapping process. GenStore-NM sends
such reads to the host system for the full read mapping process.
This way, the read mapping process of the unfiltered reads can run
concurrently with GenStore’s filtering operations. For any other
read, GenStore-NM performs chaining in the SSD in Step 3.
Step 3: Chaining-Based Filtering. This step performs chaining
(see Section 2.1), a step commonly used in state-of-the-art read
mappers [58, 120, 167] to filter out reads with low chaining scores
and send reads with high chaining scores to the CPU to undergo
the full read mapping process. The key difference in GenStoreNM’s chaining process compared to existing read mappers is that
GenStore-NM selectively performs chaining only on reads with
lower seed counts than a threshold 𝑁 . Such selective chaining is
based on our two key observations; 1) a long read with many seeds
most likely aligns to the reference genome and thus does not require
in-storage filtering, and 2) selective chaining can filter many nonaligning long reads, without requiring costly hardware resources
in the SSD (as shown in Section 4.3.1).
We design GenStore-NM’s chaining unit based on the chaining
algorithm used in Minimap2 [58], a state-of-the-art baseline read
mapper. A chain is computed from a sequence of seeds 𝑆 1, . . . , 𝑆 𝑁 13
of lengths 𝑤 1, . . . , 𝑤 𝑁 , respectively. For a given seed 𝑆𝑖 , 𝑥𝑖 (𝑦𝑖 ) denotes the ending position of the seed’s matching location in the
reference genome (the read). The chaining score acts as an approximation of an alignment score, increasing linearly with the number
of matching base pairs between the read and the reference, and
decreasing with the size of gaps between the seeds. The chaining
11 The default value for 𝑤 in Minimap2 [58] is 10, but GenStore’s design can be
tuned for different values.
12 We use 𝑀 =3, as in [58], but GenStore-NM’s design trivially supports different
values of 𝑀 .
13 Sorted based on their locations in the reference genome.
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score is defined as follows (based on [58]):


𝑓 (𝑖) = max max {𝑓 ( 𝑗) + 𝛼 ( 𝑗, 𝑖) − 𝛽 ( 𝑗, 𝑖)} , 𝑤𝑖 ,
𝑖> 𝑗 ≥1

(3)

where 𝑓 (𝑖) is the best chaining score which can be computed with
the seeds 𝑆 1, . . . , 𝑆𝑖 . Given a chain whose last seed is 𝑆 𝑗 , 𝛼 ( 𝑗, 𝑖) (also
called the match score) is the number of new base pairs added to the
chain after adding 𝑆𝑖 . 𝛽 ( 𝑗, 𝑖) (also called the gap penalty) subtracts
from the chain score based on the distance between 𝑆𝑖 and 𝑆 𝑗 in
the reference genome.14
GenStore-NM’s Chaining-Based Filter (in Figure 7) consists of
1) a Chaining Buffer to store 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑤𝑖 , and 𝑓 (𝑖) values and 2) a Chaining Processing Element (PE) based on Equation (3). Figure 8 shows
the design of the Chaining PE in the channel-level accelerator. We
reduce the latency and size of this unit by approximating multiplication with shift operations. We ensure that our hardware optimizations always over-estimate the chaining score so that we do
not filter out any potential read mappings. GenStore-NM does not
affect the accuracy of the read mapper because the filter performs
the same computations as the baseline chaining filter for reads with
seeds < 𝑁 inside SSD. The chaining PE needs to be executed 𝑁 × 𝑀
times per read where 𝑁 is the number of seeds per read and 𝑀 is
the DP-iterations of each seed. Due to the limited number of seeds
that go through the chaining step, we limit the number of chaining
units that are needed to match the full internal bandwidth of SSD.

Figure 8: Chaining processing element (PE) in GenStore-NM.
Similar to GenStore-EM, the steps of GenStore-NM are pipelined.
The performance of GenStore-NM can be easily scaled up by increasing the SSD’s internal parallelism (e.g., by deploying more channels
or using low-latency NAND flash memory) [122, 151, 152].

4.4

GenStore Flash Translation Layer (FTL)

GenStore requires simple changes to the existing FTL code.
GenStore FTL Metadata. GenStore metadata includes the mapping information of the data structures necessary for read mapping
acceleration, which enables access to the data structures without
the L2P mapping table of the regular FTL. In accelerator mode,
where GenStore operates as an accelerator, GenStore also keeps
in internal DRAM other metadata structures of the regular FTL
(e.g., the page status table and block read counts [129, 152]) which
need to be updated during the filtering process. We carefully design
GenStore to only sequentially access the underlying NAND flash
chips while operating as an accelerator, so it requires only a small
amount of metadata to access the stored data.
Data Placement. GenStore needs to properly place its data structures to enable the full utilization of the internal SSD bandwidth
in accelerator mode. When each data structure is initially written
to the SSD, GenStore sequentially and evenly distributes it across
14 See

Minimap2 [58] for more details regarding 𝛼 ( 𝑗, 𝑖) and 𝛽 ( 𝑗, 𝑖) .
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NAND flash chips. We design GenStore to store every data structure
using multiple sets of NAND flash blocks such that each block set
consists of NAND flash blocks with the same block offset across the
planes in a die. For example, a die’s block set 𝑘 includes all NAND
flash blocks whose offset is 𝑘 in the die. Such data placement enables
GenStore not only to always perform multi-plane read operations
during the filtering process, but also to significantly reduce the
size of GenStore metadata. For example, suppose that a GenStoreenabled SSD consists of 128 2-plane NAND flash dies, and the block
size is 12 MB (i.e., the size of each block set would be 24 MB). In
such a case, GenStore can specify the physical location of a 30-GB
data structure by maintaining only the list of 1,250 (30 GB/24 MB)
physical block addresses. This way, GenStore significantly reduces
the size of the necessary mapping information from 300 MB (with
conventional 4-KiB page mapping) to only 5 KB (1,250×4 bytes),
and the saved internal DRAM space can be used for loading data
structures in the accelerator mode.
SSD Management Tasks. In accelerator mode, GenStore stops
working as a regular SSD. It only reads data structures to perform
filtering, and does not write any new data. Therefore, GenStore
does not require any write-related SSD-management tasks such as
garbage collection [127–131] and wear-leveling [129, 132, 168].
The other tasks necessary for ensuring data reliability, such
as refreshing data to avoid uncorrectable errors due to data retention and read disturb [129, 168–176], can be done before or
after the filtering process, for two reasons. First, GenStore significantly limits the amount of data whose retention age would exceed
the manufacturer-specified threshold for reliable operation (e.g.,
1 year [177]) during the filtering process, since GenStore’s filtering process takes a short time.15 GenStore simply refreshes such
data [129, 170, 173, 174] before starting the filtering process. Second, GenStore-FTL can easily avoid read disturbance errors for data
with high read counts [172, 175] since GenStore sequentially reads
NAND flash blocks only once during filtering. After the filtering
process, to prevent read disturb errors in future filtering processes
or regular accesses, GenStore refreshes pages that store a data
structure if the structure’s read count exceeds a certain threshold.

5

EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

Evaluated Systems. We show the benefits of GenStore when it
is integrated with the state-of-the-art software and hardware read
mappers. To this end, we evaluate the following systems:
◦ Base: Minimap2 [58] is a state-of-the-art software read mapper
baseline for both short and long reads. GenCache [43] and Darwin [39] are state-of-the-art hardware read mappers for short
and long reads, respectively.
◦ GS-Ext: Base integrated with an implementation of the GenStore filter without in-storage support (Ext stands for external
to storage). GS-Ext concurrently filters reads while using Base
to perform read mapping for unfiltered reads. The goal of evaluating GS-Ext is to decouple the effects of GenStore’s two major
benefits: 1) alleviating I/O bottlenecks via efficient in-storage
processing and 2) reducing the workload of the read mapper by
filtering reads with simple operations. GS-Ext obtains the second
benefit but not the first. For software read mappers, we evaluate
15 E.g., less than 7 minutes for a 1TiB dataset even with a low-end SSD (SSD-L) [121].
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a pure software implementation of GenStore that concurrently
runs with Base.16 For hardware read mappers, we evaluate a
hardware implementation of GenStore outside the SSD.
◦ GS: Base integrated with the hardware GenStore filtering accelerators, GenStore-EM and GenStore-NM, as described in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. GS concurrently filters reads inside the SSD
while using Base to perform read mapping for unfiltered reads.
The source code of GenStore and scripts and datasets can be freely
downloaded from https://github.com/CMU-SAFARI/GenStore.
Area and Power. We implement GenStore’s logic components in
Verilog HDL. We synthesize our designs using the Synopsys Design
Compiler [178] with a 65nm process technology node to estimate
latency, area and power consumption. We use the SSD power values
of the Samsung 3D NAND flash-based SSD [121], and DRAM power
values based on DDR4 model [179, 180].
Performance Modeling. We evaluate hardware configurations
using two state-of-the-art simulators to analyze the performance of
GenStore. We model DRAM timing with the DDR4 interface [180,
181] in Ramulator [101, 182], a widely-used, cycle-accurate DRAM
simulator. We model SSD performance using MQSim [102], a widelyused simulator for modern SSDs. We model the end-to-end throughput of GenStore based on the throughput of each GenStore pipeline
stage: accessing NAND flash chips, accessing internal DRAM, accelerator computation, and transferring unfiltered data to the host. We
estimate the performance of GenCache and Darwin accelerators
based on the data reported in the original works [39, 43].
Real System Results. We use real systems to evaluate all software
configurations. For a given reference genome, separate reference
indexes are generated for each sequencing technology using the
software read mapper’s default settings for each technology [58].
All other read mapping parameters are kept at their default values.
We perform all experiments on an AMD® EPYC® 7742 CPU with
1TB DDR4 DRAM (available in user space). We measure power
in these systems using AMD® µProf [183]. We carefully evaluate
GenStore’s benefits over the baseline in a conservative manner by
using optimized configurations for all baselines. Our baselines fetch
data from the SSD by sequentially reading the data in batches [58],
while providing sufficiently large DRAM capacity to contain all data
that gets reused during read mapping. We use the number of threads
that leads to each software configuration’s best performance (i.e.,
execution time): 128 threads for Base and 16 threads for GS-Ext in
our experimental setup.17
SSD Configurations. We analyze the benefits of GenStore on three
SSD configurations: 1) a low-end SSD (SSD-L) [124] with a SATA3
interface [133], 2) a mid-end SSD (SSD-M) [134] using a PCIe Gen3
M.2 interface [135], and 3) a high-end SSD (SSD-H) [125] with a
PCIe Gen4 interface [136].
Datasets. For short read experiments, we use the hg38 human reference genome [144]. In Section 3, we use real short reads
(SRR2052419 [158], 19.6 GB). In Section 6, to flexibly and controllably analyze the effect of read sets with different features, we
16 We do not evaluate a separate GS-Ext configuration for long read software
mapper since Base (Minimap2 [58]) already incorporates the chaining filter used
in GenStore-NM. GenStore-NM implements part of this chaining filter at low cost
(enabled by the key observations in Section 4.3) to fit within the constraints of instorage processing.
17 Performance of GS-Ext saturates after 16 threads since it becomes bottlenecked
by the external SSD bandwidth.
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Table 2: Area and power breakdown of GenStore’s logic
Logic unit

# of instances

Area [mm2 ]

Power [mW]

Comparator (64-bit)
𝐾-mer Window (10 × 19-bit)
Hash Accelerator (64-bit)
Location Buffer (64 × 64-bit)
Chaining Buffer (50 × (16-bit + 64-bit))
Chaining PE
Control

1 per SSD
2 per channel
2 per SSD
1 per channel
1 per channel
1 per channel
1 per SSD

0.0007
0.0018
0.008
0.00725
0.008
0.004
0.0002

0.14
0.27
1.8
0.37375
0.95
0.98
0.11

Total for an 8-channel SSD

-

0.20

26.6

The total hardware area needed for GenStore is very small
(0.20 mm2 at 65 nm and 0.02 mm2 at 14 nm, only 0.006% of a 14nm
Intel Processor [185]).18 The area overhead of GenStore hardware
(0.06 mm2 at 32 nm) is less than 9.5% of the three 28nm ARM Cortex
R4 processors [187] in a SATA SSD controller [121].
The area and power of most logic units (except for the comparator, the hash64 accelerator, and the control unit) increase linearly with the channel count. Each instance of the comparator and
hash64 accelerator supports multiple channels (up to 12 and 4 channels, respectively). Therefore, these units scale by ⌈ #𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑠
⌉ or
12
#𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑠
⌉, respectively. The area and power of GenStore’s control
⌈
4
unit remains the same across different channel counts.
18 Since lower technology nodes are not available publicly, we scale the area consumption down to lower process technology nodes using the methodology in [186].
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We propose GenStore as an in-storage processing system that supports both accurate short reads and error-prone long reads with
different levels of genetic variation between compared genomes.
Table 2 shows the area and power consumption of each logic unit
used in GenStore. In the first column, the table shows the different
logic units used in GenStore along with the width of each entry.
The second column shows the number of instances of each unit
in an 8-channel SSD. We find the number of instances based on
the frequency of and the required throughput from each unit such
that GenStore can process data concurrently read from all planes
in all SSD channels. GenStore’s hardware units work at different
clock frequencies, with the lowest frequency being 300 MHz (for
each channel-level Chaining PE). While the hardware units can
be designed to operate at higher frequency, their throughput is
sufficient when operating at lower frequencies since the end-to-end
execution time of GenStore is bottlenecked by NAND flash reads.
The third and fourth columns show the area and power of one
instance of each unit.

GenStore-EM Analysis
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6 EVALUATION
6.1 Area and Power Analysis

6.2

We analyze the benefits of GenStore-EM for a 22-GB short read
set where 80% of reads exactly match some subsequence in the
reference genome (see Section 5 for input generation methodology),
on a system with three different SSD configurations: SSD-L, SSD-M,
and SSD-H.
Integration with a Software Read Mapper. Figure 9a shows
the execution time of four read mapper configurations: 1) Base
(Minimap2 [58]), 2) SIMD, an extension of Base with a SIMD implementation of a baseline exactly-matching read filter using 128-bit
SIMD instructions, 3) GS-Ext, and 4) GS. We divide the execution
time between Alignment (chaining and alignment’s contribution
to end-to-end execution time) and Other (file access, seeding, and
exact match filtering’s contribution to end-to-end execution time).
Exec. time [sec]

simulate read sets with various sizes (up to 440 GB) and different
fractions of exactly-matching reads (75% and 85%) using the Mason
2 genomic read simulator [184]. We generate reads with different
exact-match rates by introducing sequence mutations (uniformly
randomly drawn from the gold-standard mutation list for the human sample NA12878 [158]) to the reference genome. For the long
read experiments, we use the reference genome and read set from
Table 1 in Section 4.3.1. To flexibly analyze the effect of data size,
we generate larger read sets by concatenating the original read sets
several times.

SSD-H

(b) Hardware read mapper.

Figure 9: GenStore-EM performance under different SSDs.
We make four observations from Figure 9a. First, for all SSD
types, GS significantly outperforms Base and SIMD by 2.07-2.45×
and 1.66-2.09×, respectively, by alleviating the cost of moving data
from the SSD to the host CPU and removing the burden of finding
exactly-matching reads from the rest of the system (DRAM and
the processor). Second, GS-Ext provides significant performance
improvements over both Base and SIMD in SSD-M and SSD-H. However, GS-Ext provides limited benefits over SIMD in SSD-L since
its performance is bottlenecked by the low external I/O bandwidth.
Third, even though SIMD also filters out the same number of reads
and reduces the alignment time similarly to GS and GS-Ext, its
average performance benefit over Base (1.19×) is quite limited compared to those of GS (2.23×) and GS-Ext (1.83×). This is because
1) both GS and GS-Ext reduce the number of memory accesses per
read and convert the random memory accesses to more efficient
streaming accesses, and 2) GS addresses the I/O bottlenecks due
to limited external SSD bandwidth. Based on our observations, we
draw two conclusions. First, GenStore-EM leads to large performance improvements in short read genomic analysis by efficiently
filtering large amounts of data in storage. Second, even without
in-storage processing support, the key idea of GenStore-EM can
significantly improve the performance of the state-of-the-art software read mapper especially when using high-bandwidth SSDs
(e.g., SSD-M and SSD-H).
Integration with a Hardware Read Mapper. Figure 9b shows the
execution time of three hardware read mapper configurations: 1)
Base (GenCache [43]), 2) GS-Ext, and 3) GS.19 Integrating GenStore
with existing accelerators requires no architectural changes to GenStore and the accelerators because GenStore operates directly on
19 We do not show the execution breakdown of mapping in Figure 9b since we
cannot obtain the execution time breakdown for the hardware read mapper from [43].
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Figure 10: GenStore-EM performance versus input size and
exact match rate.
SSD, which only depends on the input read set size and not on the
exact-match rate. We conclude that the benefits of GenStore-EM,
when integrated with the hardware read mapper, increases with
larger input read set sizes.

6.3

GenStore-NM Analysis

We analyze the benefits of GenStore-NM for a 12.4-GB read set
(the first No reference use case in Table 1) with 99.65% of reads
not aligning on a system with three different SSD configurations:
SSD-L, SSD-M, and SSD-H.
Integration with a Software Read Mapper. Figure 11a shows
the execution time of two read mapper configurations: 1) Base
(Minimap2 [58]), which already incorporates the chaining filter,
and 2) GS.20 We observe that GS outperforms Base by 22.4×, 29.0×,
and 27.9× on systems with SSD-L, SSD-M, and SSD-H, respectively.21
The reason is that GS alleviates the cost of data movement from SSD
to the processor and removes the burden of mapping a large fraction
of reads from the rest of the system (DRAM and the processor).
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where 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑅𝑒 𝑓 is the size of the reference genome and its index
(e.g., 7 GB for humans [58]), 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑆𝑒𝑡 is the size of the read set,
and 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 in GenStore-EM is the exactly-matching read rate
of the read set.
Figure 10a shows the execution time of Base and GS for the
baseline software read mapper (Minimap2 [58]) for input read sets
with different sizes (1x, 10x, and 20x larger than the size of our
default 22-GB short read set) and different exactly-matching read
rates (75% and 85%) on a system with SSD-H. We make two observations. First, GS’s performance benefit grows as input size increases
(from 2.62× to 4.75×) due to larger data movement savings. Since
𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑅𝑒 𝑓 is constant, 𝐷𝑀_𝑆𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔 and the performance benefits of
GenStore-EM increase with larger 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑆𝑒𝑡 (see Equation (4)).
Second, GS’s performance benefit increases with higher exactlymatching read rates (from 3.46× to 6.05× for the largest read set)
because with a larger exactly-matching read rate (i.e., 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 in
Equation (4)), data movement saving (𝐷𝑀_𝑆𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔) increases, and
the time spent on mapping the unfiltered reads decreases. Mapping the unfiltered reads is the key contributor to the end-to-end
execution time of GS since it has larger execution time compared
to concurrently running GenStore-EM operations in the SSD. We
conclude that the benefits of GenStore-EM, when integrated with
the software read mapper, increases with larger read sets and with
larger exactly-matching read rates.
Figure 10b shows the execution time of Base and GS for a baseline hardware read mapper (GenCache [43]). We make two observations. First, GS’s performance benefit increases with larger
input sizes (from 1.52× to 3.13×) due to its larger data movement
reduction. Second, GS’s performance benefit does not increase with
higher exactly-matching read rates. This is because, with the hardware read mapper, the end-to-end performance of GS is dominated
by the execution time of GenStore-EM’s filter operations inside the
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the original data that is stored in the SSD, before any acceleratorspecific operation starts. The only factor that GenStore needs to
consider is to generate its outputs (i.e., the information of unfiltered
reads) in the format that the accelerator needs as its inputs. The
host system is responsible for orchestrating the execution and data
flows between GenStore and the accelerator.
We make two observations based on Figure 9b. First, GS significantly outperforms Base by 3.32×, 2.55×, and 1.52× on systems
with SSD-L, SSD-M, and SSD-H, respectively. Second, GS-Ext performs significantly slower than Base (2.28-1.91×) on all systems
since GenStore-EM requires accessing the large SSIndex data structure (Section 4.2), while GS-Ext suffers from limited SSD external
bandwidth. We conclude that the in-storage processing approach in
GenStore effectively addresses the I/O bottleneck, which becomes
even more significant with hardware accelerators that address the
computation bottleneck.
Effect of Read Set Features on Performance. We study the
benefits of GenStore-EM depending on the characteristics of input
read sets. To this end, we evaluate GenStore-EM while changing
two key characteristics: 1) the input read set size and 2) exactlymatching read rate. These two factors affect the data movement
savings (𝐷𝑀_𝑆𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔) of GenStore as governed by Equation (4):

SSD-H

(b) Hardware read mapper.

Figure 11: GenStore-NM performance under different SSDs.
Integration with a Hardware Read Mapper. Figure 11b shows
the execution time of three hardware read mapper configurations:
1) Base (Darwin [39]), 2) GS-Ext, and 3) GS. We make two observations based on Figure 11b. First, GS significantly outperforms
Base by 19.2×, 6.86×, and 6.85× on systems with SSD-L, SSD-M, and
SSD-H, respectively. The reason is that GS alleviates the cost of data
movement from SSD to the accelerator and removes the burden
of read mapping for the filtered reads from the rest of the system
(DRAM and the accelerator). Second, GS-Ext does not provide significant performance benefits compared to Base in systems with
SSD-L and SSD-M since the execution time of GS-Ext is dominated
by the I/O overhead of bringing reads from SSD to the accelerator.
GS-Ext performs 2.50× faster than Base in systems with SSD-H
20 Unlike Figure 9a, we do not divide the execution times of Alignment and Other
in Figure 11a since the execution time of GS is dominated by the filter operations
of GenStore-NM. This is because, in this case, a large fraction (e.g., 99.65% in our
evaluated dataset) of reads get filtered in the SSD and the execution time of mapping
the unfiltered reads is very small.
21 In this case, GS provides larger benefits for systems with SSD-M and SSD-H since
these SSDs have larger internal bandwidth compared to SSD-L.
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since the I/O bottlenecks are partially alleviated with SSD-H. However, the benefits of GS-Ext are limited compared to GS since GS
significantly alleviates the I/O overhead of bringing reads from SSD
to the accelerator with all three SSD configurations.
Effect of Read Set Features on Performance. We study how
the benefits of GenStore-NM vary depending on the characteristics
of input read sets. To this end, we evaluate GenStore-NM while
changing two key characteristics: 1) the input read set size and 2)
alignment rates (the fraction of reads in the read set that align to
the reference genome). We use input sets with different sizes (1×,
10×, and 20× larger than the size of our default 12.5GB read set)
with different alignment rates (0.3% and 37%, corresponding to the
first and second No reference use cases in Table 1), on a system with
SSD-H. Figure 12 shows the execution time of Base and GS for the
baseline software read mapper [58] (Figure 12a) and the baseline
hardware read mapper [39] (Figure 12b).
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0.001
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Read set size:
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20x
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Figure 12: GenStore-NM performance versus input size and
read alignment rate.
We make two main observations from Figure 12. First, for both
hardware and software read mappers, GS’s performance benefits
vary little as the input size changes. The reason is that 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑅𝑒 𝑓 is
very small (14.6 MB) for this experiment. Therefore, data movement saving (𝐷𝑀_𝑆𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔 in Equation (4)) mainly correlates with
alignment rate (i.e., 1 − 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 ). Second, for both software and
hardware read mappers, GS’s performance benefit increases as the
ratio of non-aligning reads increases (i.e., as alignment rate reduces),
because with higher values of 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 , both 1) 𝐷𝑀_𝑆𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔 increases and 2) the time spent on mapping unfiltered reads decreases.
We conclude the GenStore-NM provides high performance benefits
to both software and hardware read mappers with different input
sizes and its benefits increase with lower alignment rates.

6.4

Energy Analysis

To demonstrate the energy benefits of different GenStore modes,
we obtain the energy of the host processor, the host-side DRAM,
the DRAM inside the SSD, the communication between the SSD
and the host, active and idle energy of the SSD, and the energy
of the logic units used in GenStore (Section 6.1). We calculate the
energy of each component based on its idle and dynamic power
consumption and its execution time. We observe that by filtering
out large amounts of data, GenStore reduces the end-to-end energy
consumption of read mapping in all of our evaluations compared
to Base (Minimap2 [58]). We measure the energy consumption for
experiments on all SSD configurations. By filtering exact matches in
a short read set with 80% exactly-matching read rate (see Section 5),
GenStore-EM reduces the energy consumption by on average (up
to) 3.92× (3.97×) across all storage configurations. By filtering nonmatching reads in a long long read set with a read alignment rate

of 0.35% (the first No reference use case in Table 1), GenStore-NM
reduces the energy consumption by on average (up to) 27.17×
(29.25×) across all storage configurations.
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RELATED WORK

To our knowledge, GenStore is the first in-storage system designed
for accelerating genome sequence analysis. GenStore works with
both short and long reads, and different degrees of genetic variation
between the compared genomes.
Accelerating Read Mapping. There exists a large body of work
on accelerating read mapping, which tend to follow two general
directions: 1) non-filtering and 2) filtering approaches [35]. Neither
of these two approaches are designed for processing in storage.
Non-filtering approaches accelerate one or more non-filtering steps
of read mapping (e.g., seeding and approximate string matching)
using hardware accelerators. Examples of these accelerators include
processing-in-memory architectures [40, 61, 65–69], ASICs [39, 62,
70], GPUs [71–73, 78–84, 188, 189], and FPGAs [63, 64, 74–77, 85–
93]. Filtering approaches accelerate the pre-alignment filtering step
of read mapping. These works provide highly-parallel read filtering
heuristics that quickly eliminate dissimilar sequences before invoking computationally-expensive alignment algorithms. Examples
of these accelerators include processing-near-memory architectures [43, 94, 95, 97], FPGAs [41, 42, 48, 49, 98], GPUs [41, 96, 98],
or traditional CPU-based acceleration [37, 38, 41].
In contrast to GenStore, prior works on read mapping acceleration suffer from two key issues. First, they all still need to access
the genomic data that is initially stored in the storage device, which
incurs time and energy costs due to data movement overhead from
the storage device to the main memory and later to the CPU cores or
accelerators. Second, most prior works support processing only one
type of sequencing reads [37–39, 42, 48, 49, 62, 64, 65, 68, 69, 71–
73, 77, 82–84, 86, 90, 91, 96, 98], which limits their applicability.
Compared to existing filtering approaches, our work 1) is the first
to identify the I/O inefficiencies that are not addressed by existing
techniques and 2) introduces new filtering techniques that enable
efficient in-storage processing for both short and long reads.
In-Storage Processing Systems. Prior works explore in-storage
processing in the form of application-specific accelerators [143, 190–
196], general-purpose processing inside storage devices [195–201],
SSDs closely integrated with FPGAs [142, 202–206], or SSDs closely
integrated with GPUs [207]. Several works propose techniques for
general pattern matching in storage [208, 209] without a specific
focus on read mapping nor support for different sequencing read
types and data structures. None of these works perform in-storage
filtering for read mapping to accelerate genome sequence analysis.

8

DISCUSSION

As sequencing technologies develop in the future, we expect that
GenStore will still play an important role in genomic sequence
analysis. We witness three major trends in sequencing technologies. First, the length and the accuracy of reads are expected to
increase [35, 53, 54, 210, 211]. Second, short reads will continue to
be widely used due to their very high accuracy and low cost [26,
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212, 213]. Third, DNA sequencing machines are increasingly adopting data processing capabilities to perform both sequencing and
genomic analysis within the same machine [31, 34, 214–217].
Even with increases in long read accuracy (trend 1), GenStoreNM would continue to filter large numbers of reads that do not
align to a reference genome due to genetic differences between
the compared genomes [155, 218–222]. Given that accurate short
reads are essential for many processes in genome analysis (trend
2), e.g., for polishing [46, 223, 224] and validating [225] long read
sequences, GenStore-EM can continue to accelerate short read mapping by filtering out exactly-matching reads. With the push to
provide DNA sequencing and preliminary genetic analysis on more
portable integrated devices with limited compute resources and
available DRAM capacity [34, 35, 214, 226] (trend 3), there will be
a growing demand for data movement-minimizing systems like
GenStore to quickly filter out a large fraction of reads at low cost
and high efficiency [94, 100, 214, 217, 227, 228].
With higher availability of portable genome sequencers, genomic
analyses will be performed more routinely [1–9, 35, 99, 155, 210,
228, 229] and will need to provide much faster results [35, 94].
In-storage processing is crucial for meeting the huge demands
for faster analyses that scale well to large numbers of genomic
samples. Examples of these analyses include gene detection [230],
alignment of reads from rapidly mutating organisms such as SARSCoV-2 [9, 100], and studies of as-of-yet undiscovered microbes [155,
218, 219, 229]. In these analyses, GenStore-NM can effectively filter
out >99.7% [219, 230], ∼36.1% [100], and ∼47.3% [155, 218, 219] of
the reads, respectively, thereby greatly improving the end-to-end
throughput and energy efficiency of genome sequence analysis. We
hope that our proposed techniques provide a foundation for future
efforts to accelerate genome analysis.

9

CONCLUSION

We propose GenStore, a new in-storage processing system for
genome sequence analysis. GenStore can be integrated with both
hardware and software read mappers to improve the end-to-end
performance of both short and long read mapping. We address
the challenges of in-storage processing for genomic read filtering
via new hardware/software co-designed techniques and develop
new in-storage filtering accelerators for both short and long reads.
Our evaluations show that GenStore provides large performance
and energy improvements when integrated into the state-of-theart software and hardware read mappers. We hope that GenStore
inspires other in-storage processing and storage system design
ideas for genome sequence analysis. A promising avenue for future
work is to enable the integration of GenStore-like accelerators into
sequencing devices for extreme scalability and efficiency.
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